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Higher density and higher performance in
a design that promotes postural variation

Renew Link
Renew Link makes benching better, helping organizations
condense their real estate footprint while improving employee
health and focus.

By accommodating both sitting and standing work postures,
Renew Link brings a new level of individual choice to shared
work environments.

Designed to Decrease Distractions
Sit-to-stand desks placed across from each other put you in
direct eye contact with the person opposite you, increasing
the likelihood that you’ll get distracted and need to refocus—
which can take up to 25 minutes to do. Renew Link’s trapezoid
desktops position people at shallow angles, creating open
sightlines for fewer distractions and better focus.

Technology Fits Right In
Renew Link routes power and data from the floor all the way
to the work surface, moving with the desk as you change from
sitting to standing postures. Cables are managed and stowed
neatly out of sight yet are still easily accessible.

Renew Link’s angled work surfaces turn
individuals at a shallow angle so they have
open sight lines for concentrating on their
work. This offsets the seated (or standing)
orientation of people working close to one
another and allows them to turn slightly to
check in with colleagues nearby.

By shifting the shape of the work surfaces to an angled pattern, Renew Link reduces
distractions and creates individual comfort zones that feel generous and private.

Renew Link delivers high density for organizations, while giving workers a new level
of individual choice to vary their postures between sitting and standing.

Ergonomic from Top to Bottom
Renew Link is designed to work for your health and with your
body. Go from sitting to standing and back again with the
gentle push of an intuitive LED control paddle, and move freely
in your personal space with wideset, angled desk legs and
smooth, seamless surfaces.
About Brian Alexander

In designing Renew Link, Brian Alexander noted how easily
people working in benching setups can be distracted, especially
by inadvertent eye contact with the person across from them.
By staggering work surfaces at a shallow angle, Alexander
found a straightforward yet insightful way to reduce distractions
while keeping the proximity that lets people easily collaborate.
“Giving people a new level of individual choice in shared work
environments,” he says, “shows respect for the contributions
they make to an organization by helping them to be as
comfortable and productive as possible.”
Brian Alexander

Options

High-Density Cable Tray

Simple Cable Tray

External Cable Manager

Basic Cable Trough

Enhanced Cable Trough

Square Edge Work Surface

Thin Edge Work Surface

Eased Edge Work Surface

Intuitive Paddle

Programmable Control

Logic G1000 Grommet Mounted

Logic G1200 Grommet Mounted

Trough-Mounted Screen

Gallery Panel

End-of-Run Screen

Delineation Screen

Markerboard

Monitor Arms

Keyboard Supports

CPU Holders

For more information, please visit hermanmiller.com or call 888 443 4357.
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